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In a world shadowed by misery and sorrow,
there appears on the horizon the hallowed, radiant face of "Her Supreme Holiness Pujya Shri Sant
Maa Brajdeviji" to spread peace and happiness
upon this earth. To awaken a slumbering soul, to
turn his face away from this material world towards the divine image of Lord Radha-Krishna,
and to plant the seed of divine love in his heart is
no eash task - yet that is exactly what Pujya Mataji
has been doing. Ever since she donned the saffron robes of a saint, sacrificing all material pleasures, casting aside marriage and vowed to spread
the gospel of Shri Radha-Krishna bhakti throughout the world and there has been no looking back.
Beginning from her home in the Holy land of
Brindavan, She has travelled widely throughout
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India to spread her message. Her Prem-Bhakti has
even spread across the World - England, America,
Africa, Hong Kong etc. Wherever she sets her lotus feet, a garden of love in the form of a 'Radha
Kripa Mandal' springs up. This Mandal serves as
a Beacon light in guiding, inspiring and assisting
devotees to travel progressively upon the path of
Prem-Bhakti and in attaining his final goal
Everlasting Supreme Happiness.
Pujya Mataji combines within herself supreme knowledge and divine love. Her philosophical discourses blend ancient thought with modern
reasoning in a systematic way, enlightening the
young and the old alike. The devotee finds an answer to every query that springs in his mind. To
the layman, Pujya Mataji offers a simple and easy
path to transcendental Bliss. When Pujya Mataji
sings Bhajans, a river of nectar flows, rhyme and
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rhythm create a great ocean of love. wherein the
devotee dives deeper and deeper, never to rise out
of it again. 'Radha Kripa International' established and founded by Pujya Mataji abounds in
her grace and catering to the mental, moral and
spiritual needs of every truth seeking individual.
Trusts have also been setup in Bombay, Brindavan
and Nagpur to assist the organisation in all its
multifarious activities. These trusts provide - Medical and Educational assistance, to the poor and
downtrodden and extend help to handicapped.
They also organise various programmes that promote fellowship, understanding and peace. Inspirational magazines, as well as video and audio
cassettes are released from time to time. 'Mini
Mandals' or 'Ladla Mandals' as they are called
are managed by youngsters. They have satsangs
once every month.

Sant Mata Brajdeviji
DAILY PRAYER
Oh Merciful Lord !
With your grace, our sages have told us the
importance of this human form. Therefore, we
whole-heartedly pray to you, to shower your infinite grace on us, so that we may be able to serve
mankind unselfishly and be compassionate and
kind to one and all around us.
Oh Our Master !
Give us the strength so that we may not do
any wrong in life, and if by chance we happen to
do, please give us the strength to determine not to
do it again, and beg pardon at your lotus feet.
Please bless us so that we should always feel
your presence with us and never feel that we are
alone.
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Pujya Mataji has offered us the Divine cup !
Come one and all and let us drink from it, and
drown ourselves into the ocean of love, amd extacy
surrendering our minds and hearts, at the lotus
feet of Lord !
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Oh Our Saviour !
We surrender ourselves at your lotus feet,
please bless us so that while performing our duties in this world, we may be able to chant your
name, and meditate upon your enchanting beauty
and thus receive your grace and be blessed forever.
Brindavan Biharilal Ki Jai
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Shree Radhey

Bliss...
The Ultimate Goal
DISCIPLE'S QUESTION :Oh, Holy Mother : By the grace of the Lord,
I possess all the materialistic luxuries of this world,
that I can think of, to make me happy. Yet, I am
not happy. I feel, I still need something more to
satisfy me. What is it ? I cannot understand. Could
you kindly help me ?
THE HOLY MOTHER GUIDES :It is a strange phenomenon that we do not
understand our desires, and constantly go on accumulating the objects of the world. You are comfortably relaxing at home and suddenly a desire
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springs out and you run about to achieve it. In this
manner, from dawn to dusk you keep on fulfilling
your desires, they are unlimited. What you desire
now, you may not the following day. Our desires
keep changing. Sometimes we want to see, at times
to taste, or to smell, to hear or to touch a particular person or thing.

Remember, an individual does not like to see
or hear the same thing over and over again. At one
time a particular sight sound or smell might make
him happy, but at other times that very sight, sound,
or smell might be irritating or repulsive to him.
Sometimes he likes to sit and relax, at times to go
for an outing.
Have you ever realised what gives us optimum joy in this materialistic world ? A good sound
sleep is the greatest blessing bestowed on mankind. A mother whose son is away for a long time,
eagerly awaits his arrival. When he returns, she
hugs, kisses, feeds him and chats with him. But
after all is said & done ? both are tired and want to
relax and sleep. Had she been enjoying, why sleep
? Now if the ultimate pleasure was sleep then why
get up from sleep ? Go on sleeping. But No ! A
change is required.
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THIS WORLD OF OURS IS EVERCHANGING.

It is optional that you may want to see numerous scenes, hear numerous sounds, smell a
variety of fragrances, taste numerous or touch various object. But if you think deeply you will realise
that your boundless desires can be classified into
five types; as you have only five sense organs or
organs of perception which are : Eyes, Ears, Nose,
Tongue and Skin. These are known as Gyana
Indriyas. There is another set of organs called
Karma Indriyas. These are Hands, Feet, Organ of
Speech, Genital Organs and Anus.

Environments and conditions keep changing
all the time. Year changes through spring, summer, autumn and winter. Day changes through
morning, noon, evening and night. Even your physical body changes through childhood, boyhood,
youth, manhood and old age. Your emotions and
thoughts undergo change. Nothing in this world
remains static. 'Change' or 'Perish' is the law of
nature. In an everchanging world, man expects to
enjoy a set pattern of perceptions, emotions and
thoughts to suit his personal ends. How can such a
variable world cater to the whims and fancies of
an individual ? You must have observed that you
always desire to experience pleasurable object, joyous emotions and delightful thoughts. Your desires are never fulfilled. You remain ever discontented.
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Now a question arises as to why do we want
to hear, see, smell, taste and touch certain objects
or rather why do we want to satisfy our senses.
ANALYSE YOUR DESIRE.
Say for example two friends Ram and Shyam
are studying in the same college. Ram decides to
go to America for further studies. While Shyam
decides to leave college and join his father in his
business. One day they both meet and discuss.
Shyam :- Ram, I hear that you are going to
America for further studies.
Ram : Yes ! you are right.
Shyam : But Why Ram ? Why don't you continue your studies here. We shall be together and
enjoy ourselves.
Ram : Shyam ! since childhood, it has been
my dream to go to the states. Today, if I am fortunate enough, let me go, and satisfy my desire.

joys and with your intellect rational delights. The
quest for happiness seems unending. Have you
every marked that the whole universe is full of
diversity.
No two things are alike. For example, there
are numerous trees around us. They may belong
to the same species such as mango, guava, etc. but
no two mango or guava trees are alike. Leave alone
the trees, no two leaves of the same tree are alike.
Similarly, no two humans can be found to be exactly identical. If the eyes are similar the nose is
different. If the nose is similar the complexion is
different or their height or hairstyle differs, leaving aside the similarity of the figure or features,
you will see that even the lines of your palms are
not identical and that is why thumb imprints and
signatures are considered for identification. The
gist is that there is no similarity anywhere. The
only thing that is found universally similar in each
and every human being whether a man or a woman,
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Shyam : When will you come back, my
friend ?

young or old, rich or poor, literate or illiterate,
black or a white, or residing in East, West, North
or South of the world or in any other part of the
world. He wants to be happy and only to be happy
by chasing his desires.

Ram : Not soon, I shall, takeup a job, earn
riches, get married, and be happy forever. But my
friend, why are you not joining me ?
Shyam : Ram, but that is not my dream. I
cannot be away from my family. I am very attached
to my parents and serving my family is my greatest happiness. So we see that both of them are
seeking happiness, but their mode of seeking it
defers. Ram wants to travel to America, study,
work, earn, marry and settle to be happy, while
Shyam wants to help his family to be happy. Both
are seeking happiness. Like these two friends all
of us in this world, whatever we may seem to be
doing, we are in constant pursuit of happiness.
Everything you seek boils down to happiness. Each
and every activity of ours. With your body you
seek sensual pleasures. With your mind emotional
• 14 •

Nations all over the world are chasing riches
with the hope of finding happiness. What a colossal blunder ! Wealth has no happiness in it and yet
all human efforts whirl around acquiring, hoarding and indulging in material wealth. You devote
all your time and energy to worldly acquisition and
enjoyment. The toys and joys of the world can
never give you peace or rest. The worldly pursuit
lead you to despair ultimately.
A king in a city announced that whosoever is
ready to satisfy his goat's urge to eat would be
given a great sum of money, and if not, would be
punished. It sounded very simple - Many came to
try their luck. They would take the goat to graze
• 16 •

from dawn to dusk and in the evening when the
goat returned, it was tested. Some green grass was
placed in front of the goat and immediately the
goat would start eating it. That was a proof that
the goat was not satisfied. Now there was an intelligent man in the city. He was under the guidance of his preceptor or guruji and was learning
the knowledge of the scriptures. He came to the
court of the king and asked for the goat. He took
it out from dawn to dusk and in the same way returned in the evening and the same test followed.
As soon as grass was placed in front of the goat.
The goat turned away. Again the grass was picked
up and put on the other side. Again the goat turned
away. Surprising ? This man was given the award
and asked how he had managed to satisfy it. He
said, "It's plain I have understood from my Guruji,
that our urge is never satisfied. If we fulfill one
desire another arises. There is no end to satisfying
our urges or vasanas. We can overcome it by true

It is like the poisonous snake with many heads,
tongues and fangs in the lake of your mind. These
are your selfish desires and attachments. Overcome
them and destroy them one by one. Make firm resolutions to do away with the snake and purify your
mind. When desire is destroyed you will find the
objects of desire coming to you. This is the significance of Lord Krishna killing the dragon (Kaliya
Naag). You can find peace only by purifying your
inner personality. When you purify yourself, you
find the world is purified. This is the law of nature, the world is but a projection of your own
thoughts. If your thoughts are good the world is
good, if your thoughts are bad the world is bad.
Therefore change the pattern of thoughts within
you and the complexion of the entire world
changes.
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knowledge (Viveka). So what I did, since the goat
would not understand my language. I used his language, whenever, he put his mouth to the grass. I
hit him with a stick. By evening, he was so tired of
my beating that he refused to eat".

She gave all the students a sheet of paper and asked
them all to write down the names of all those, they
despise in one minute, Some wrote six names, some
ten, some fifteen, some twenty two and so on.
When the teacher took up the sheet, she saw that
each one of them had mentioned certain names.
Only one student had given up an empty sheet.
Astonishingly nobody in return wrote his name too.
So we understand that flowers beget flowers and
thorns beget thorns. It is like, throwing a ball
against the wall. It will bounce back to you with
the same force.

Sri Vedvyas ji in the Bhagwatam Quotes :
Chpt. 3-5-2

lq[kk; dekZf.k djksfr yksdks] u rS lq[ka okU;nqikj eaokA
foUnsr Hkw;Lr ,oa nq%[k] ;n= ;qäa Hkxoku onsUu%AA
"He says there is no end to sensual gratification. The more pleasures you seek and enjoy, more
the desire arises for fulfilment".

Once in a clasroom of thirty students the
teacher conducted a small experiment with them.

Now when we do not find peace and harmony
with the world. We attribute the cause of our discontent to the world. From time immemorial human efforts have been directed to improving the
world. We do not realise that the solution lies not
in trying to improving the world but ourselves.

Once an eastern philosopher met a western
philosopher and both started exchanging views.
Both agreed upon the fact that we all seek happiness. Now the E. Philosopher questioned the W.
Philosopher. "Can you explain why we all want to
be happy ?" the W. Philospher answered, "The urge
for happiness is in us by nature."
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Here it should be made clear that 'Nature'
and 'Habit' are two different aspects and should
not be misunderstood. Nature is inborn whereas
habit is cultivated by repeated practice. Just as the
neem tree is bitter by nature, the mango fruit is
sweet by nature. No matter how much sugar you
may pour into the roots of the neem tree it cannot
produce sweet neem leaves. People cultivate habit
of drinking tea, coffee, smoking, gambling, drinking alcohol, etc. Once these are developed, they
can be got rid of with effort or strong will-power.
People think we can get rid of our habits gradually, but they are highly mistaken. If you want to
give up a habit, give it up immediately.
In a city a couple lived. The husband was very
attached to his wife and showed no inclination towards spiritualism. The wife regularly went for
Satsang and wished her husband to accompany her.
Once she told her husband about their neighbour

to bring her back. On his way he had to cross a
river but he did not know how to swim. Love had
blinded him to the extent that he mistook a dead
floating body for a piece of wood, climbed it and
reached the bank. When he reached the house he
mistook a serpent hanging from the balcony for a
rope and caught it to climb up and finally reached
her. His wife could not believe her eyes and was
shocked and also worried. What if he would have
been bitten by the serpent or been drowned ? She
was a very intelligent woman and understood the
importance of this human body and its ultimate
goal. She imparted the knowledge to her dear husband and made him realise the significance of our
lives. Tulsidasji immediately touched her feet and
left all worldly attachments to worship the Lord
and achieve his ultimate goal. He succeeded and
became an ardent follower of Sri Rama and later
wrote the "Ram Charit Manas"
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who had married thrice, divorce the previous two
wives and was now planning to divorce the third
one too. He also was planning to leave his home
to spend the rest of his life worshipping the Lord.
The husband laughed at his wife and said, that how
innocent you are. You just wait and watch. After
leaving the third he shall bring in the fourth, and
that to leave the world you don't have to plan. If
you have to do it, do it immediately. The Bhagvad
Geeta says in Chapter nine - verse 31.

So you see that to dispel darkness of a thousand years you don't need to lit a thousand lights the moment a torch is switched on, the darkness
disappears, because light pervade's over darkness
and dispels it. Similarly, ignorance can be overpowered by knowledge, where as knowledge cannot be overpowered by ignorance.

f{kiza Hkofr /kekZRek 'k'oPNkfUra fuxPNfrAA
"It takes more time to clap ones hands than
to become religious, and no one knows when that
turning point comes in his or her life."
If you happen to come across the life of
Tulsidasji, you wil see his deep love for his wife.
Unable to bear her separation. Once when she was
visiting her parents, a cyclone swept the village
and she could not return, he decided to go to her
• 22 •

Once Adi Guru Shankaracharya was asked
by his disciple
Disciple : Guruji, which is the worst disease ?
Guruji

: Attachments of the world.

Disciple : What is the cure ?
Guruji

: Knowledge.

Kkrs rRos d% lalkj%A
¼piZV iŒtfjdk Lrks=e~½

Analyse the pleasures arising out of sense
contacts. suppose you want to go to a five-star
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hotel for dinner. You start dressing, take the joy of
travelling to your destination, enjoy your dinner,
pay heavily, come back, then what ? Again the same
routine life, which you call "Boring". Same is the
case with every activity. They decay, they lead to
sorrow. Now a question arises as to; why men still
chase material objects ? Why are people fascinated
by the world ? Can entire mankind go wrong ?
The answer is plain. People run after the objects
of the world because they get immediate pleasures.
Men pursue the external world for instant joys.
These pleasures are fleeting not lasting. They disappear as fast as they appear. Place a hundred rupee note and a candy before a child. The child will
reach for the candy. The child knows only the immediate pleasure. The sweetness of the candy.
The poor little one cannot concieve anything beyond it. Such is the childishness of mankind. We
aspire for candies. What we really need to do is to
think, analyse and reflect and then act. It is a known

Sri Krishna : Oh ! I see, can you do me a
favour ? As you can see, I am busy today, so you
kindly come tomorrow. As he turned to go, Sri
Krishna said,
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fact, in India. 4 am is considered as Brahma
Muhurtam. This time is considered as most sacred.
The most conducive period for spiritual activities.
For this purpose our Rishis wake up early and retired early, because early to bed and early to rise
makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise." At this
time it is believed that pure souls move around
and purify the surroundings. It is ideal for meditation. People accept and indicte their wilingness to
get up early. But they never land up doing so, except for a few. Other keep postponing for tomorrow which never comes.

Poor Shani was ashamed and went back. He
understood what a blunder he had committed. So
you understand that tomorrow never comes. If you
want to get something in life you have to begin.
now or never.

Once Lord Krishna was busy in his palace
with the accounts. Shani Devata arrived

W. Philosopher was confused and irritated.
He said "Nature is Nature, what do you mean by
why" ? The E. Philosopher replied, "look, there
are various quotations in our scriptures which
prove why it is our nature to seek happiness.

Shani Devata : Lord, I prostrate at your feet.
Sri Krishna : Why have you come ?
Shani : From today you are under my influence for seven and a half years.
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Sri Krishna : Please write down outside the
door, that "I shall come tomorrow". and sign beneath.
Shani did as he was told to do.
What an Irony ? The creator himself would
suffer "Shani Ki Dasha",
Now Shani returned the next day.
Sri Krishna : Please read aloud, what you
wrote yesterday,
Shani read aloud : I shall come tomorrow.
Sri Krishna : Then why have you come today ?
Go back and come tomorrow.

Coming back to our philosophers, who agreed
that no matter who we are, whatever may be our
caste and creed; which ever country we may belong to, whether young or old, man or women rich
or poor. we all seek happiness because it is our
nature to do so. The question to be answered now
is why it is our nature to seek happiness ?
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The Ramayana quotes

bZ'oj va'k tho vfouk'kh] psru vey lgt lq[kjk'kh
The Bhagvad Geeta quotes in chapter 15-7th
verse

eeSoka'kks thoyksds thoHkwr% lukru%AA
our Ved mantra quotes

vkuUnks czãsfr O;tkukr~A
vkuUnk/;so [kfYoekfu Hkwrkfu tk;UrsAA
vkuUnsu tkrkfu thofUrA
vkuUna iz;RU;fHklafo'kUrhfrAA
¼Hk`xo
q Yyh osnea=½

vkuUn% ,ok/kLrkr~] vkuUn% mifj"Vkr~] vkuan%
iqjLrkr~] vkuan% i'pkr~] vkuanks nf{k.kr%] vkuan ,osna
loZe~ bfrAA
jlks oS l% jlXoegsok;s yC/ok·uUnh HkofrAA
¼Jqfr osnea=½

All these quotations from the various scriptures quoted above mean that we are not mere bod-

infatuation. Remove our ignorance, only then we
shall attain infinite bliss.
Also since we are a part we naturally are attracted towards the whole. Just as a kerchief when
dropped is pulled towards the earth. Because it is
made up of the same elements which are present
in the earth, but in a smaller quantity.
Newton's law of the Gravitational force says
that part is always attracted towards its whole.
When a fire is lit, you will see the flame rising upwards, why ? It is a ansh of its anshi "The Sun",
hence the natural attraction. In the same way water when poured, flows downwards as it is a part
of the ocean, its source.
All our life we endeavour to regain our blissful nature either directly or indirectly : consciously
or unconsciously. We cannot rest contented until
we regain that state of supreme bliss.
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ies. We are a part of the whole Parmatma
(Godhead). In other words we are called "Ansh"
meaning part. The whole Parmatma is called
"Anshi". This Ansh is also called "Jeevatma" or
"Soul" since Parmatma is infinite bliss, everlasting
bliss, and we being a part of it, we seek the same
happiness or bliss or peace, or God, All are synonyms. Our real self is all blissful, but because of
the veil of ignorance or Maya we have been separated from our Anshi. That is why we are sorrowful. This Maya or ignorance comes in different
forms and shapes all steming from the deepest root,
the ignorance of our own self. In other words, we
have lost identity with our own self. We have identified ourself with our body-mind-intellect, that is
why we acquire, accumulate, aggrandise all sorts
of things. We want to give them pleasure. Let us
understand that they can never be satiated. They
demand more and more. So we have to leave our

Madame Lavosky, a Western Philosopher
very rightly wrote. "Man cannot exist without God
just as a fish cannot exist without water". Whatever we do is to achieve happiness which is our
ultimate goal.
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Sage Valmiki Writes

yksds ufg l fo|sr ;ks u jkeeuqozr%A
(Valmiki Ramayana)

Which says "in this entire universe there is
not a single soul which is not yearning for God
every moment of his life."
Here it is important to understand the difference between the joy which we are experiencing
in our day-to-day life or the short-lived joys we
experience, eg. the joy of meeting your loved ones
or going for a holiday, or receiving precious presents etc. All these are transitory joys. The bliss
which we have been refering to is infinite, and

"False happiness arising from the union of
senses with their objects is that which at first is
like nectar, but in the end like poison". Conversely

cause of the difference in their material components. Their body, mind and intellectual equipments
are different. The same Atma when it functions
through different material equipments manifests as
different being. This phenomenon is similar to that
of electricity and its different manifestations. Electricity being one, it expresses differently through
variety of etectrical equipments. The one homogenous power produces light in a bulb, movement
in a fan, heat in a heater, refrigeration in a refrigerator, etc. Electricity is the life giving force. Similarly the Atma in you is the life giving force. It has
nothing to do with the quality of your equipment
or their operation. You can compare it to the petrol
in a motor-car. Petrol is its prime-mover. But for
the petrol the car will not run. Petrol is entirely
responsible for the movement of the car; but is
indifferent towards the quality of its performance.
The actual performance is determined by the type
of engine fitted in the car. If the engine is powerful
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you find true happiness has a distasteful begining,
but it develops into enlarging riples of bliss later.
It is a strange phenomenon. In short sorrow appears in a mask of joy and joy appears in a mask of
sorrow. It is the law of nature. In this confusion
we discard happiness and court sorrow.

the performance is good. If the engine is weak the
performance is bad. In the same way the nature of
your activities in life depends upon the quality of
your body, mind and intellect. Now we understand
why we have created sorrow for ourself.

everlasting happiness, which when once achieved
no one can take away from you. This Ved mantra
describes that joy as.

;ks oS Hkwek rRlq[ka u vYis lq[ka vfLrAA
(Ved mantra)

The Bhagwad Geeta cautions you of this paradox in nature.
In the eighteenth chapter. It states : verse 37.

;Ùknxzs fo"kfeo ifj.kkes·e`rksiee~A
"True happiness born out of inner purification is that which is like poison at first, but in the
end is like nectar".

fo"k;sfUnz;la;ksxk|Ùknxzs·e`rksiee~
ifj.kkes fo"kfeo rRlq[ka jktla Le`re~AA
Verse 38

The Jeevatma is one and the same in you and
in all living beings. It is the same in a saint and in a
sinner. Yet they are different from each other be-

Once a prince visited a sage. He prostrated
before the holy man. The sage asked the prince as
to why he was doing so. The prince said, "Oh !
Holy master, you are a Sadhu, a man of great renunciation I consider you as God. I worship you.
The sage replied, If that be the reason, all the sages
must prostrate to you. You are a man of greatest
renunciation. So saying the sage prostrated before
the prince. The prince was perplexed. He recoiled,
protesting. How could you do such a thing ? I don't
understand. The sage asked what do you consider
superior of the two, God or this world ? 'God' of
course, said the prince. Then the sage continued.
'Here I have given up the world no doubt, but taken
up the supermost of all, the God of gods. I have
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The Bhagwad Geeta awakens us in chapter
6-verse 5.

m)jsnkReukRekua ukRekue olkn;sr~A
vkReSo ákReuks cU/kqjkReSo fjiqjkReu%AA
"Let man raise himself by his own self. Let
him never lower himself, for his self alone is the
friend of himself and the enemy of himself. Scores
of saints or god cannot save him, unless he takes
the responsibility upon himself to discover the eternal happiness.

renounced nothing, whereas you have given up
god, the greatest, the noblest, the best of all, for
all this paltry world. Undoubtedly you have sacrificed much more. You are the man of greatest renunciation. "Thus realise the absurdity of your
worldly pursuits. You can never find peace and
everlasting happiness in this finite and limited
world. Rise above the superstitious enclave of your
mind and body. Release yourselves from the prisonhouse of your intellect, and dig deep. If we lie in
the superficial layers then our growth will be
stunted. We will never find fulfilment in our life
like a Bonsai it is stunted and after scores of years
it remains less than a feet in height. The same law
holds good for us.

Our Eastern philosopher said our Hindu
Dharma has the capacity to answer all the questions which other religions cannot.

The Eastern philosopher further questions.
"Can you tell me the form of the 'Soul' or Atma".
The western philosopher had no idea. The Eastern
philosopher continue. It is difficult to

There is an instance in the life of Swami
Vivekananda. He was invited to the world peace
conference in Chicago. Heads of different religions
of the world were invited to participle. They were
given fifteen to twenty minutes to present their
views - Vivekananda was given only four minutes
to speak on the Hindu Dharma. Which is so vast
that there are four Vedas, Upanishads, eighteen
Puranas and six Shastras. And only four minutes
time ? Swamiji rose and said, I come from a country where we are thought to share. If we have two
loaves and a hungry man arrives, share one with
him. Since you have given me four minutes to
speak. I give back two minutes, and the remaining
two minutes I only want to say that "Where the
philosophy of the whole world ends, our Hindu
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understand the form of the soul but only a faint
idea can be given.Just as in a classroom, to explain
the definition of a Point the teacher says, a point
has neither length, nor breadth, nor depth. It is only
after she puts a dot on the blackboard the children
understand to some extent. Similarly the Vedmantra
says -

philosophy begins. The concluding part of all the
philosophies is our begining. Your XYZ is our
ABC. These was a thundering applanse in the audience.

ckykxz'krHkkxL; 'kr/kk dfYirL; pA
Hkkxks tho% l foKs;% l pkuUR;k; dYirsAA
¼'osrk'osrjksifu"kn~½

In order to understand the form of Jeevatma
take a single hair from your head and split it width
wise into a hundred parts. Out of these hundred
take a piece and again split it in to hundred bits.
This will represent the form of the soul. It is extremely minute.

lw{ekfrlw{ea dfyyL; e/;s fo'oL; L="Vkjeusd:ie~A
fo'oL;Sda ifjosf"Vrkja KkRok f'koa 'kkfUreR;UresfrAA
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Now the question arises that, if from time immemorial we have been wanting joy alone and all
our activities are focussed towards achieving it then
why have we not succeeded in achieving it ?
If any one of you feels or is under the impression that he has achieved that eternal joy. he can
judge it himself. You need not ask anyone. Generally it is seen that devotees go to their masters to
inquire as to how much they have progressed ?
You can experience it for yourself. There are two
criterias given :In the Mandukya Upanishad the Vedmantra
says -
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fHk|rs ân;xzfUFkf'kPN|Urs loZ la'k;k%A
{kh;Urs pkL; dekZf.k rkfLeu n`"Vs ijkojsAA
¼osnea= eq.Mqdksifu"kn~½

;YyC/kk iqeku~ fl)ks Hkofr] ve`rks Hkofr] r`Irks
HkofrA ;RizkI; u fdfŒp}kŒNfr] u 'kkspfr] u }sf"V] u
jers] uksRlkgh HkofrAA

and the Ram Charit Manas says -

We shall be satiated, contented, blissful for
ever and ever, drowned in the ocean of bliss never
to rise again.

lUeq[k gksr tho eksfg tcfgaA tUe dksfV v?k uk'kfg rcfgaAA
The Ram Charit Manas also explains that -

lksbZ lq[k yoysl] ftu ckjd liusgq ygsmA
rs ufg xufga [kxsl] czã lq[kfga lTtu lqefrAA
"If any human being has attained even a fraction of that eternal and everlasting joy, not while
he is awake, but even in his dreams he will not at
all be attracted by the joys of this transitory world.
Even if you offer him the treasures of the three
worlds put together he will not even give it a
glance, Why ? Because after experiencing the
everlasting joy, he is immersed in an ocean of bliss,
how can he desire the trivial enjoyments of this
world ?

If any one has attained this stage then he is
worth praise worthy. If not then we have to start
working with ourselves now. First of all, bynow,
we have understood that the comforts and amenities accumulated by us, though they may be heavenly cannot give us everlasting happiness and Man
being essentially divine by nature cannot resist the
call of the Lord which is in the bosom of each one
of us and has to be achieved by us. Some time or
the other, if not in this life than in the next, if not in
the next then the next, it will go on thus endlessly
until we have attained bliss........Our Ultimate Goal.
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His veil of ignorance is removed. Maya has
no hold on him -

Swami Ramkrishna Paramhansa always said
"Just as the mariner compass is always pointed to
the north and he never loses his direction even in
the surging sea, similarly if our minds are also
pointed with faith and devotion to the Lord while
we steer our ship of life. We can achieve eternal
peace and perfection.

The word 'Maya' means, 'Ma' means 'not' 'ya'
means 'that', literary it means 'not that'. The world
is not that as it appears to be. Another word for it
is Mithya, an illusion. Only when you have realised
this you will know in what a fantastic illusion you
were caught up. What happens is that if, for a few
days we are not touched by our vices, we feel we
have overcome them, but unless we are not freed
of 'Maya' we cannot get rid of our vices. Even when
faced with the worst you should not be disturbed.
This is the first criteria. The second criteria is to
check that the happiness achieved is everlasting.
Generally we see spiritual aspirants loose their faith
in the Lord when faced with grief. This is the real
test of our lives.
Sage Narada says in the Narad Bhakti Sutra.
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LIST OF BOOK AVAILABLE IN HINDI AND ENGLISH.

LIST OF PRAVACHAN CASSETTES AVAILABLE :-

1. Mere Thakur

1. PremDarshan (1 Cassette)

2. Nitya Prarthana

2. Patra Parivartan (5 Cassette)

3. Ratan Amolak Payo

3. Jeevan Dharshan (8 Cassette)

4. Charmoplabdi

4. Vachnamrit (8 Cassette)

5. Kya Kiya Kya Paya

5. Anandopalabdi (11 Cassette)

6. Patra Parivartan

6. Navratna (18 Cassette)

7. Urmiya (Song Book)

7. Dev Durlabh Manav Deh. (1 Cassette)

8. Love (English)

8. Vastavik Sant (1 Cassette)

9. Bliss....The Ultimate Goal. (English)

9. Karma Yog (1 Cassette)
10. Murkha, Mahamurkha, Bajramurkha
(1 Cassette)
11. Sant Ki Khoj (1 Cassette)
12. Dhanya Dhanya Brajnar (1 Cassette)
13. Bhagya Aur Purushartha (1 Cassette)
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LIST OF BHAJAN CASSETTES AVAILABLE :1. Brajras Dhara
2. Priya Viyogini
3. Krishna Nam Ke Hire Moti
4. Nav Saundarya
5. Vipul Tarange

Contact :

6. Sawan Me Prem Zakor
7. Leelamrit
8. Madhupark
9. Phagun Ayo Re

RADHA KRIPA
A/60/569, Gandhinagar, Rd. No. 3
Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400051
Ph. : 26592234, 26590717

10. Premodrek
11. Mujhe mil gaya Nandkumar
(Lalan Premdhan)
12. Radhe Barsanewaree (Lalan Premdhan)
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